
GEORGES RIVER COLLEGE PEAKHURST CAMPUS 
CAPA Faculty 

NOTIFICATION OF ASSESSMENT TASK 

Year: 7  Subject: Visual Arts 
Date due: 
7VAN ⇒ Term 2, Week 4, 2022. 
 

Time allowed 6 weeks. 

Weighting: 40% 
 

Task Number: 2 

Topic: ‘ANIMALS’ 
Syllabus outcomes: 
4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.6 

ACARA Syllabus outcomes: 
8.1.1, 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4, 8.2.3, 8.3.2, 8.3.3, 8.3.4, 8.4.4. 

Assessment criteria: 
In your task, you will be assessed on how well you create a canvas painting, with the 
medium of acrylic paint and techniques investigated during the ‘Animals’ unit of work. 
Research and Format: 
 You are to create an Animal-themed painting based on a researched image of an 

animal.  

 Using one of the styles below - depending on your skill and preference ( discuss with your teacher) 

I. Realistic painting technique  

II. Semi Abstract – using geometric shapes to make your animal image 

III. Expressive colour technique 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to lay out your artwork: 
1. The photograph/image of your chosen animal needs to be pasted into your VAD. 

2. It MUST be in colour, Title the image “Inspiration.” 

3. In class you will be completing some painting techniques. These must be clearly labelled and 

will be marked as part of your lead up work. 

4. You must record your colour palette with base colours clearly labeled. 

Marking Criteria 
 

TASK REQUIREMENTS - VAPD  
1. Lead up work, including how good was your choice of image, your 

labelled colour palette and your printed photograph of chosen 
animal presented into VAPD 

/10 

TASK REQUIREMENTS – COMPLETED CANVAS  

2. Canvas painting – Good quality painting, explores different 
appropriate art making techniques, colours are blended well, 
clean lines. 

The animal is clearly defined, animal is in proportion – scale and size. 

/30 

TOTAL /40 
 

IMPORTANT: 
This task is part of your formal assessment in this subject. Tasks not submitted on the due date 

will be given a zero mark and may affect the may affect the successful completion of this course. If 

you are sick on the due date you will have to provide a medical certificate to support your appeal. 

A medical certificate will need to be presented to Mrs Rydstrand or your teacher on the morning of 

the first day you are back at school. 

 


